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LOGLINE

Guinean director Thierno Souleymane Diallo dives into the cinematic history of his country, once a
pioneer in African cinema.

SYNOPSIS

In 1953, Mamadou Touré directed the film MOURAMANI. This film is considered to be the first made
by a Black African francophone director. But it remains a mystery. No one knows where to find a
copy, or if one even exists.

Camera in-hand, director Thierno Souleymane Diallo goes looking for MOURAMANI. Along his
journey, he tries to uncover what has happened to the filmmakers, the films, and the movie theatres
of his nation, once a pioneer in African cinema. As he traverses Guinea from east to west, north to
south, he turns his camera to face history.

Carrying a sign demanding MOURAMANI’s return, the journey leads Diallo to the CNC archives in
France, to see a few specialists on African cinema. Could the film be here?

THE CEMETERY OF CINEMA is a film about cinema, both the kind we watch and the kind we make.
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

My character, the director of this film, is on a journey, armed with his camera and his microphone.
This character is the driving force of the film, he guides us through his research and his encounters.

I travelled through many landscapes, in real or reconstructed settings, in Guinea and in France. The
entire journey is oriented towards the search for the lost film MOURAMANI directed by Mamadou
Touré in 1953, but it also has the function of revealing a certain poetry in this quest.

MOURAMANI is the first cinematographic achievement of my country, Guinea, but also of Black
francophone Africa. But when I studied, my teachers never spoke about the cinema of our country. It
is important for me to know the origins of Guinean cinema. Looking for it is a contribution to laying
a solid foundation for Guinean cinema, to talk about its origins, what it was in the past and what it
has become. Making this film is also to tell the recent history of Guinea.

I wanted to find this film not only to constitute the archives of my country’s cinema, but also to
know what could have motivated a 23-year-old Guinean back in 1953 to make a cinema completely
filmed and played by Black people.

I prepared myself for two possible outcomes: If I managed to find a copy of Mamadou Touré's film,
then I would organise a screening in Conakry. If I couldn’t find a copy of the film, I would make my
own remake of MOURAMANI.

Thierno Souleymane Diallo, 2023
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ABOUT THE DIRECTOR

Thierno Souleymane Diallo

Thierno Souleymane Diallo was born in Guinea. He has studied
at the ISAG (Art University of Guinea) in Dubréka. In 2012 he
went to Niger to study a master's degree specialising in
creative documentary, and then a degree of documentary
cinema in Senegal. He makes several short movies during his
studies.

After several short films, Souleymane’s first mid-length
documentary Un homme pour ma famille was released in 2015,
followed by Nô Mëtî Sîfâdhe in 2018. He also works for
Guinean television. ‘The cemetery of cinema’ is Souleymane’s
first feature documentary.

Filmography

The Cemetery of Cinema | 2023 | 113min
Nô Mëtî Sîfâdhe | 2018 | Documentary | 52’
Un homme pour ma famille | 2015 | Documentary | 59’
Selected for Etats généraux du film documentaire de Lussas, Anûû Rû Aboro, Festival de
documentaire de Saint-Louis-du-Sénégal Rencontres d'Afrique en docs
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CREDITS

THE CEMETERY OF CINEMA

Original title: Au cimetière de la pellicule

Director Thierno Souleymane Diallo

Directors of photography Leïla Chaïbi, Thierno Souleymane Diallo

Sound Ophélie Boully, Jean-Marie Salque
Sound Design Brice Kartmann
Music Dom Peter

Editors Aurélie Jourdan, Marianne Haroche

Assistant Director Didier Dematons

Producers Maud Martin / L'image d'après
Jean-Pierre Lagrange / JPL Productions
Marie-Louise Sarr / Lagune productions
Alpha Amadi Djoulde Diallo / Le grenier des ombres

Co-production Red Sea Fund
Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Cinéma
Lyon Capitale TV

Production administrators Orlane Dumas, Morgane Ivanoff
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